
List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

Venue of Admission: Office of the Dean, F/o International Studies, AMU, Aligarh

B.A.(Hons.)- Foreign Languages
2019-20

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: 21.07.2019

Time of Reporting/Document Verification: 

10:30 A.M.Time of Counselling :
8:00 A.M.- 10:30 A.M.

Page 1 / 9

Roll No. Category Rank

3423019 DS022#

3423057 PH016#

3423066 CE033#

3423076 PH014#

3423078 PH003$

3423114 CE047#

3423144 CA004#

3423152 CA011#

3423156 SC003#

3423164 NC006#

3423166 CA009#

3423167 DS025#

3423172 CE031#

3423177 PH005$

3423219 CE044#

3423222 SC004#

3423224 BC017#

3423263 BC013#

3423291 CA013#

3423295 PH017#

CONTROLLER
07.07.2019

..

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

7. Admissions will be offered strictly as per rules, in order of rank (given above) to Chance Memo reported candidates if any vacancy 
   exists after admission of selected candidates subject to the eligibility of the candidate.

2. Candidates will be called for counselling strictly in accordance with the rank specified above under each category.

5. Selected candidates shall not be allowed to complete admission formalities in absentia. Candidates not reporting 
   for counselling/admission on the stipulated date and time, shall forfeit their claim for admission. 
6. Candidates have to complete the admission formalities immediately after counselling. Date of admission will not be extended.

 3. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates/Documents in
    original (including documents related to Special Category claimed) at  time of counselling/completion of admission. The list

  of documents required at the time of counselling/admission is given on the website www.amucontrollerexams.com

8. Candidates have to report each time when called for reporting/counselling, failing which they will not be considered for 
   subsequent counselling/admission.
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3423326 BC015#

3423328 BC003$

3423336 NC008#

3423340 CE006$ CA016#

3423412 CE013#

3423447 CE005$ CA015#

3423449 DS021#

3423455 PH013#

3423485 NC002#

3423491 CE028#

3423502 CE034# PH006#

3423506 DS016#

3423514 BC023#

3423559 CE009#

3423567 CE045#

3423582 PH009#

3423590 BC019#

3423623 BC001$

3423679 CE040#

3423697 PH010#

CONTROLLER
07.07.2019

..

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

7. Admissions will be offered strictly as per rules, in order of rank (given above) to Chance Memo reported candidates if any vacancy 
   exists after admission of selected candidates subject to the eligibility of the candidate.

2. Candidates will be called for counselling strictly in accordance with the rank specified above under each category.

5. Selected candidates shall not be allowed to complete admission formalities in absentia. Candidates not reporting 
   for counselling/admission on the stipulated date and time, shall forfeit their claim for admission. 
6. Candidates have to complete the admission formalities immediately after counselling. Date of admission will not be extended.

 3. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates/Documents in
    original (including documents related to Special Category claimed) at  time of counselling/completion of admission. The list

  of documents required at the time of counselling/admission is given on the website www.amucontrollerexams.com

8. Candidates have to report each time when called for reporting/counselling, failing which they will not be considered for 
   subsequent counselling/admission.
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3423712 PH018#

3423725 DS028#

3423740 DS003$ BC007#

3423746 CA007# BC022#

3423768 SC002#

3423769 DS014#

3423782 PH015#

3423786 CE021#

3423841 SC005#

3423861 PH002$

3423877 CE023#

3423908 CA026#

3423921 DS029#

3423927 BC010#

3423964 CE018#

3423971 CE011#

3423976 CE022#

3423977 CE032#

3423996 NC001$

3424001 DS005#

CONTROLLER
07.07.2019

..

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

7. Admissions will be offered strictly as per rules, in order of rank (given above) to Chance Memo reported candidates if any vacancy 
   exists after admission of selected candidates subject to the eligibility of the candidate.

2. Candidates will be called for counselling strictly in accordance with the rank specified above under each category.

5. Selected candidates shall not be allowed to complete admission formalities in absentia. Candidates not reporting 
   for counselling/admission on the stipulated date and time, shall forfeit their claim for admission. 
6. Candidates have to complete the admission formalities immediately after counselling. Date of admission will not be extended.

 3. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates/Documents in
    original (including documents related to Special Category claimed) at  time of counselling/completion of admission. The list

  of documents required at the time of counselling/admission is given on the website www.amucontrollerexams.com

8. Candidates have to report each time when called for reporting/counselling, failing which they will not be considered for 
   subsequent counselling/admission.
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ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY
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3424033 CE015#

3424047 ST003#

3424062 NC003#

3424069 BC029#

3424071 DS026#

3424080 CE004$ CA005#

3424083 CE002$ CA002$

3424123 CE030#

3424167 CE038#

3424231 BC012#

3424235 PH012#

3424237 DS019#

3424254 CE039#

3424262 DS007#

3424282 CE036#

3424299 CE048#

3424314 BC005#

3424335 DS008#

3424345 CE007$ CA021#

3424358 PH007#

CONTROLLER
07.07.2019

..

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

7. Admissions will be offered strictly as per rules, in order of rank (given above) to Chance Memo reported candidates if any vacancy 
   exists after admission of selected candidates subject to the eligibility of the candidate.

2. Candidates will be called for counselling strictly in accordance with the rank specified above under each category.

5. Selected candidates shall not be allowed to complete admission formalities in absentia. Candidates not reporting 
   for counselling/admission on the stipulated date and time, shall forfeit their claim for admission. 
6. Candidates have to complete the admission formalities immediately after counselling. Date of admission will not be extended.

 3. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates/Documents in
    original (including documents related to Special Category claimed) at  time of counselling/completion of admission. The list

  of documents required at the time of counselling/admission is given on the website www.amucontrollerexams.com

8. Candidates have to report each time when called for reporting/counselling, failing which they will not be considered for 
   subsequent counselling/admission.
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3424364 CA024#

3424374 BC027#

3424424 ST001$

3424426 CA006#

3424445 CA008# BC025#

3424474 DS023#

3424479 CA029#

3424481 CA019#

3424489 CE041#

3424503 CA030#

3424504 DS010#

3424524 DS015#

3424552 PH011#

3424555 DS018#

3424561 CA020#

3424601 DS027# ST002#

3424625 CE046#

3424633 BC021#

3424643 PH019#

3424669 CE020#

CONTROLLER
07.07.2019

..

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

7. Admissions will be offered strictly as per rules, in order of rank (given above) to Chance Memo reported candidates if any vacancy 
   exists after admission of selected candidates subject to the eligibility of the candidate.

2. Candidates will be called for counselling strictly in accordance with the rank specified above under each category.

5. Selected candidates shall not be allowed to complete admission formalities in absentia. Candidates not reporting 
   for counselling/admission on the stipulated date and time, shall forfeit their claim for admission. 
6. Candidates have to complete the admission formalities immediately after counselling. Date of admission will not be extended.

 3. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates/Documents in
    original (including documents related to Special Category claimed) at  time of counselling/completion of admission. The list

  of documents required at the time of counselling/admission is given on the website www.amucontrollerexams.com

8. Candidates have to report each time when called for reporting/counselling, failing which they will not be considered for 
   subsequent counselling/admission.
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3424687 CA010#

3424690 PH020#

3424752 DS013#

3424765 BC026#

3424771 PH008#

3424785 NC005#

3424806 CA022#

3424809 CA027#

3424843 CA017#

3424853 BC016#

3424886 DS017#

3424887 SC001$

3424911 CE042#

3424939 CE001$ CA001$

3424964 CE019#

3424974 SC006#

3424979 CE017#

3424987 CE014#

3424993 CE025#

3425006 CA025#

CONTROLLER
07.07.2019

..

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

7. Admissions will be offered strictly as per rules, in order of rank (given above) to Chance Memo reported candidates if any vacancy 
   exists after admission of selected candidates subject to the eligibility of the candidate.

2. Candidates will be called for counselling strictly in accordance with the rank specified above under each category.

5. Selected candidates shall not be allowed to complete admission formalities in absentia. Candidates not reporting 
   for counselling/admission on the stipulated date and time, shall forfeit their claim for admission. 
6. Candidates have to complete the admission formalities immediately after counselling. Date of admission will not be extended.

 3. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates/Documents in
    original (including documents related to Special Category claimed) at  time of counselling/completion of admission. The list

  of documents required at the time of counselling/admission is given on the website www.amucontrollerexams.com

8. Candidates have to report each time when called for reporting/counselling, failing which they will not be considered for 
   subsequent counselling/admission.
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3425009 BC014#

3425011 DS009#

3425030 DS030#

3425035 CA012#

3425038 CE035#

3425050 BC024#

3425101 CA028#

3425108 DS012#

3425117 CE037# NC009#

3425126 BC008#

3425128 DS006#

3425134 PH004$

3425137 NC007#

3425204 BC030#

3425229 CE029#

3425254 PH001$

3425263 BC009#

3425289 CE024#

3425322 DS002$

3425339 NC010#

CONTROLLER
07.07.2019

..

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

7. Admissions will be offered strictly as per rules, in order of rank (given above) to Chance Memo reported candidates if any vacancy 
   exists after admission of selected candidates subject to the eligibility of the candidate.

2. Candidates will be called for counselling strictly in accordance with the rank specified above under each category.

5. Selected candidates shall not be allowed to complete admission formalities in absentia. Candidates not reporting 
   for counselling/admission on the stipulated date and time, shall forfeit their claim for admission. 
6. Candidates have to complete the admission formalities immediately after counselling. Date of admission will not be extended.

 3. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates/Documents in
    original (including documents related to Special Category claimed) at  time of counselling/completion of admission. The list

  of documents required at the time of counselling/admission is given on the website www.amucontrollerexams.com

8. Candidates have to report each time when called for reporting/counselling, failing which they will not be considered for 
   subsequent counselling/admission.
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3425358 CE008$ CA023#

3425385 DS024#

3425387 BC004#

3425393 BC011#

3425394 BC018#

3425395 CE026#

3425396 BC002$

3425401 CA018#

3425420 BC028#

3425442 CE027#

3425459 CE010#

3425499 DS001$

3425500 BC020#

3425511 DS004#

3425523 DS020# NC004#

3425535 CE043#

3425545 CE012#

3425551 PH021#

3425556 CE003$ CA003$ BC006#

3425559 DS011#

CONTROLLER
07.07.2019

..

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

7. Admissions will be offered strictly as per rules, in order of rank (given above) to Chance Memo reported candidates if any vacancy 
   exists after admission of selected candidates subject to the eligibility of the candidate.

2. Candidates will be called for counselling strictly in accordance with the rank specified above under each category.

5. Selected candidates shall not be allowed to complete admission formalities in absentia. Candidates not reporting 
   for counselling/admission on the stipulated date and time, shall forfeit their claim for admission. 
6. Candidates have to complete the admission formalities immediately after counselling. Date of admission will not be extended.

 3. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates/Documents in
    original (including documents related to Special Category claimed) at  time of counselling/completion of admission. The list

  of documents required at the time of counselling/admission is given on the website www.amucontrollerexams.com

8. Candidates have to report each time when called for reporting/counselling, failing which they will not be considered for 
   subsequent counselling/admission.
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3425644 CE016#

3425659 CA014#

CONTROLLER
07.07.2019

..

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

7. Admissions will be offered strictly as per rules, in order of rank (given above) to Chance Memo reported candidates if any vacancy 
   exists after admission of selected candidates subject to the eligibility of the candidate.

2. Candidates will be called for counselling strictly in accordance with the rank specified above under each category.

5. Selected candidates shall not be allowed to complete admission formalities in absentia. Candidates not reporting 
   for counselling/admission on the stipulated date and time, shall forfeit their claim for admission. 
6. Candidates have to complete the admission formalities immediately after counselling. Date of admission will not be extended.

 3. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates/Documents in
    original (including documents related to Special Category claimed) at  time of counselling/completion of admission. The list

  of documents required at the time of counselling/admission is given on the website www.amucontrollerexams.com

8. Candidates have to report each time when called for reporting/counselling, failing which they will not be considered for 
   subsequent counselling/admission.


